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comics by Nicole Georges and Clutch McBastard, among the many.  
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end animal testing. Entertaining, if you overlook the poor handwriting, 
photocopying, and spelling. 
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-In my opinion, off the map is the best thing CrimethInc. has put out so far. It is 
a perfect- bound travel diary written by two friends slumming across europe; 
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a clear and welcoming style. 
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Front. First edition. Volume 1. Portland, OR: Tugboat Press, 2004. 

 

-Although it's not at all what I'd expected, I was refreshed by the lack of 
pretension Lopresti brings to her subject, narrating the adventures of a frequent 
rider of buses in Portland, OR over the course of the first three issues of The 
Constant Rider. 

  
Lynch, Robin, ed. way station magazine. Lansing, MI, 2001. 

 
-A now-defunct literary magazine independently published by Randy Glumm, 
now owner of Way Station Books and Stuff in downtown Lansing. This issue, 
full of the typical poetry and prose, was guest-edited by Robin Lynch. 
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-This is a sweet little quarter-sized zine. Clutch has doodled a lovely comic-style 
journal over the course of five months in Portland in his simple and 
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-An excellent vegan cookzine, the last in a trilogy. All the recipes I've tried are 
simple and delicious, most rely on fresh produce, and all include musical 
suggestions. The "Zack's 'Junkie's Running Dry' Black Bean-Artichoke Spread" 
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tampons, read this). Virginia Beach, VA: Chlam Media Press. 

 
-Along the lines of Replacing the Car and What's Wrong With McDonald's?, 
The Period Conspiracy is a one-sheet pamphlet about the hidden dangers of the 
"feminine hygiene" industry. A provocative, if poorly assembled, piece of work.

  
Prieur, Ran. Civilization Will Eat Itself. Seattle, WA. 

 

-A rather self-absorbed and time-consuming rant on...that's right, how 
civilization will eat itself. Ran is a modern day Luddite, as evidenced by his 
entirely handwritten (and very long for all that) zine. He has some interesting 
ideas, but they require some unearthing, buried as they are amongst the muck of 
suburban white-boy radicalism. 
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-This is one of the best zines I've ever read. It's Dave's account of his first four 
years substitute teaching special-needs kids in a Los Angeles school district. It is 
clearly and intelligently written, with an immense compassion for the subject 
matter at hand. Dave addresses difficult issues, while still maintaining a sense of 
humor. There are also a few cute illustrations by some of my favorites, including 
Nicole Georges and Clutch McBastard. 
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-I haven't had a chance to use this handy little zine yet, but it seems clear and 
simple, giving in layman's terms concise instructions on how to repair a flat, and 
give a tune-up. I can't wait to use this. 
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-My favorite chapbook so far. This was written in Laramie, Wyoming, and 
Wilson's poetry is stark and beautiful. This also happens to be the first chap I 
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Wrekk, Alex Stolen Sharpie Revolution: A DIY Zine Resource. Second Edition. 
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 -This is an absolutely indispensable guide to making (readable) zines, starting 
distros, screenprinting, and everything else you've ever wanted to do. Perfect-



bound and produced by the amazing Alex Wrekk of Microcosm, I couldn't 
recommend this more. 
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-Alex's zine is always beautifully and artistically constructed, and this is no 
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the coffeeshop where she used to work, a failed relationship, the theft of a 
beloved bike, giving insecure girls a punk-rock education, and much more. 
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